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King Wilhelm II von
Württemburg and his dogs

– German Spitz – 
Hermann-Christian Zimmele 

The Last King of Württemberg

   The Wilhelmspalais was built in
Stuttgart, the capital of Baden-
Württemberg, Germany, between
1834 and 1840, by the Italian
architect Giovanni Salucci (1769-
1845). His client was King Wilhelm
I von Wüttemburg, who commis-
sioned the palace for his eldest
daughters, the Princesses Marie and
Sophie. Subsequently, Wilhelm-
spalais became the official residence
of the last king of Wüttemberg
(1891-1918): Wilhelm II.
   After 1918, the city of Stuttgart
used the palace as an exhibition
center. It was mostly destroyed
during World War II, then rebuilt
between 1961 and 1965. The
Stadtbücherei (public library) was
housed there until 2011 then, as
soon as the library found a new
home, the Wilhelmspalais was
refurbished as a museum, which
opened in 2016.

   Generously Compensated

   A statue of King Wilhelm II (1848-1921) stands to the left
of the palace steps. Hermann-Christian Zimmele (1921-95),

a graduate of the Royal Academy
of Munich, completed the bronze
in 1991.

Wilhelm is depicted as a small,
smart gentleman dressed in walking
clothes, with tie and breast-pocket
handkerchief, a hat and walking
stick. His moustache and beard are
in the style the German Kaiser had
made fashionable – the Kaiser
Wilhelm Schnurrbart. With him are
two small dogs. To be precise, they
are German Spitzen posing alertly
by their royal owner.

The king was a modest man and
so is his statue. People walking by
the palace and statue don’t always
realize it’s a statue of a king.

Walking one day with his only
daughter, Pauline, the king met two
white Spitz dogs, owned by an
innkeeper from Möhringen, a district
of Stuttgart. The king was captivated
by the dogs and bought both; in
1907, Ali and Rubi got a new home
at the palace. Thereafter, Wilhelm
could be seen walking the dogs
alone, unaccompanied in the parks
and lanes of Stuttgart. Even during
official dinners, Ali and Rubi ran free
in the palace and barked at the most

distinguished guests. The dogs were no angels; the story goes
that many a trouser leg in Stuttgart had the honor of meeting the
royal dogs. The damage was always generously compensated.
   Apart from being a dog lover, Wilhelm was also interested
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The king was a modest man and so is his statue. People walking by the
palace and statue don’t always realize it’s a statue of a king.

They are frozen in time and sometimes deceptively real. Perpetuated in stone or bronze,
looking over water, streets, parks or squares, dog statues can be found all over the world.

Dog Statues

A small smart gentleman, dressed in walking
clothes, with two little dogs is King Wilhelm II.
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in breeding horses, and racing. As well, King Wilhelm and Queen
Charlotte were passionate hunters. Many of his hunting trophies
are still displayed in the royal hunting lodge at Bebenhausen.

Grüss Gott Herr König

   When Wilhelm walked around Stuttgart with his dogs, many
citizens would salute him with the greeting “Grüss Gott Herr
König” (Good day, Mr. King.). As a grandson of Britain’s Queen
Victoria, Wilhelm was related to many European Royals,
including King George V of Great Britain and Empress
Alexandra of Russia, as well as to the House of Orange in the
Netherlands through his mother’s half-sister Sophie, Queen
Consort to William III. Yet, he was averse to ostentation, living
in the same way as members of the upper middle class.
   Wilhelm’s first wife, Marie of Waldeck-Pyrmont, died in 1882
shortly after the birth of their third child, a stillborn daughter. He
married his second wife, Charlotte von Schaumburg-Lippe, in 1886.

   After the November Revolution (1918-19) that replaced
Germany’s imperial government with a republic (the Weimar
Republic), the kingdom of Württemberg was abolished and
became the Free People’s State of Württemberg. Revolutionaries
raised their red flag above the Wilhelmspalais.
   The King abdicated and received an allowance of 200,000
marks – around $6,000 – and the right to live in his hunting lodge
at Bebenhausen. There was no official goodbye for the unthroned
monarch, which deeply offended him and he never set foot in
Stuttgart again. Even his funeral procession drove around the
town. Wilhelm II was buried at the Alter Friedhof (Old
Cemetery) in Ludwigsburg.

Something About the German Spitz

   The FCI standard reads: “German Spitz are descendants of the
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King Wilhelm II of
Württenberg (1848-1921) 

and his second wife, Queen
Charlotte von Schaumburg-

Lippe (1864-1946). The couple
was photographed around

1915. The statue is a true-to-
life rendering of the king.

King William II 
of Württemberg 
by H. Michaelis,

1878

The hunting lodge in Bebenhausen. After his abdication in 1918,
King Wilhelm II of Württemberg stayed here in exile.

The statue is by the stairs of the Wilhemspalais in Stuttgart.

Grave of King William II at the Alter Friedhof in Ludwigsburg.
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stone age dogs (Peat Dogs, Torfhund), Canis familiaris palustris
Rüthimeyer and the later Lake Dweller’s (Pfahlbau) Spitz; they
are the oldest breed of dog in Central Europe. Numerous other
breeds have been produced from them.
In non-German-speaking countries, the
Wolfspitz are known as Keeshonds and
Toy Spitz as Pomeranians.”
   About their general appearance:
“Spitz breeds are captivating on
account of their beautiful coats, made
to stand off by plentiful undercoat.
Particularly impressive is the strong,
mane-like collar round the neck (ruff)
and the bushy tail carried boldly over
the back. The foxy head with alert eyes
and the small pointed, closely set ears
give the Spitz his unique characteristic,
cheeky appearance.”
   The breed is classified variously in
different countries. The FCI classifies

the “German Spitz, including Keeshond and Pomeranian” in
Group 5, Spitz and primitive types, Section 4, European Spitz
without a working trial. The Australian National Kennel
Council has the German Spitz (Mittel and Klein) in Group 7
(Non-Sporting), with the Keeshond separately in the same
group. The Kennel Club lists both the German Spitz (Mittel)
and Keeshond in its Utility Group. The American Kennel
Club includes the German Spitz in its Foundation Stock
ServiceTM assigned to Group 6 (Non-Sporting), with links to
the FCI standard.
   In its country of origin, the German Spitz comes in five sizes:
Wolfspitz/Keeshond (19 inches +/- 2 inches), Giant Spitz (18
inches +/- 1.5 inches), Medium-size Spitz (13 inches +/- 1.5
inches), Miniature Spitz (10 inches +/- 1 inch) and Toy Spitz
(Pomeranian) (7-8 inches +/- .78 inch). They have “all shades of
colors” from white to black, sable and parti. Wilhelm’s dogs were
white and medium-sized.

German Spitz in America

   It is believed that 2001 saw the first recorded arrival of the
German Spitz in America. The two did not come from Germany

but were imported from Australia. The
first litter was born two years later, in
2003. One of the puppies became UKC
& Int’l. Ch. Sheminee American Dream.
This medium-size bitch is registered with
the United Kennel Club as well as the
American Kennel Club’s Foundation
Stock ServiceTM. Information about the
breed can be found at akc.org/dog-
breeds/german-spitz. The German Spitz
Association was recognized by the
United Kennel Club in 2010.

A retired bookseller and publisher,
Ria Hörter is a dog writer from The
Netherlands. She is the contributing
editor of the leading Dutch national dog

magazine Onze Hond (Our Dogs) and works for the Dutch
Kennel Club and the Welsh Springer Spaniel Club of the
Netherlands, of which she was one of the founders. She was
nominated twice and a finalist in the 2009 Annual Writing
Competition of the Dog Writers Association of America, for her
articles in Dogs in Canada. On April 12, 2014, she was awarded
the Dutch Cynology Gold Emblem of Honour. The award was
presented by the Dutch Kennel Club. 

For more information visit: riahorter.com

   Attempts were made to find the names of the photographers of
the images in this article. Unfortunately, we do not always
succeed. Please send a message to the author (riahorter.com) if
you think you are the owner of a copyright.
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The funeral procession of King Wilhelm II of Württemberg (1921)
drove around the city of Stuttgart.

The German Spitz
The Favorite Breed of the King of Württemberg

Int. Ch. Sheminee American Dream 
Pictured Winning Best Junior and Best Puppy in Show in 2004
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